
BOETTKE, SYNTAX AND THE TURING TEST1. Boettke's ArgumentPhilosophy, wrote Althusser,(Althusser 1971b) represents politis to siene andsiene to politis. It draws demaration lines around permited knowledge andpermited investigation. This is partiularly true of philosophial interventions byeonomists like Hayek and Boettke(Boettke and Subrik 2001). Hayek's overarh-ing projet was to provide a justi�ation for his laim that we fae insurmountablelimits in our ability to ontrol omplex phenomena - in partiular the eonomy.Boettke wants to use the philosophial arguments of Searle against AI to rule outas sienti�ally impossible any proposal to establish a modern planned eonomyutilising omputer tehnology on the basis of a philosophial argument about thenature of knowledge and the limits of omputation. His argument is allusive ratherthan rigourous, but even within these limits we think that it rests upons somefundamental mis-understandings relating to the nature of information and of om-putation.Boettke deploys Searle's ritique of strong versions of arti�ial intelligene toampliphy Hayek's ritique of soialist planning, to larify the deeply problematitransition from planned eonomies in Eastern Europe and the former USSR. Boet-tke's argument may be summarised as follows:
• Searle argues that there is a fundamental distintion between syntax andsemantis.
• Hayek argues that there is fundamental distintion between formalisationsof eonomi organisations and the underlying soial bases of real eonomies.
• Thus hanging the `syntax' of the eonomy from planned to market ledwithout hanging the `semantis' of the underlying soial formation hasresulted in the haoti form that apitalism took in these soieties duringthe period of transition.Boettke deploys this argument in the ontext of a ritique of Cokshott and Cottrellsproposals (Cottrell and Cokshott 1992, Cokshott and Cottrell 1997)for a revivedform of soialist eonomy based on distributed planning. Unlike other ritis ofplanning(Nove 1983) Boettke oneeds that the omputational problems of planningare no longer intratable. Rather he argues, like Hayek, that it is impossible to fullyapture the `meanings' neessary for a planned eonomy in a set of rules independentof the human ators who onstitute the eonomy.We are materialists in a Marxist tradition. We are also materialists in the Turingtradition. We will deploy arguments from both these traditions in uur ritique ofBoettke. Our arguments in the following setions may be summarised as follows:
• We dispute the fundamental distintion drawn by Searle between syntaxand semantis.
• We would also dispute the unproblematised transfer of onepts like syntaxand semantis from the domain of formal language theory to the quitedi�erent domain of soio-eonomi phenomena.1



• As against Hayeks's emphasis on the entrality of human subjetivity andthe limits that this plaes on soial siene, we ounterpose a model in whihhuman subjets are ators sripted by the soial relations of prodution.2. Formal semantis and inetrpretationBoettke's aount of Hayek, Searle and the soial ontext of eonomi ativityuses "semantis" in three mutually ontraditory senses, but let us return to thatlater. His main argument entres on the assertion that symbols are not adequatefor apturing semantis. In response, we will draw on the remarkable ontributionsof the British mathematiian Allan Turing, whose pioneering work enompassesboth the formal haraterisation of semantis and the ontinuity between arti�ialand natural intelligene. To do so, we will need to brie�y reapitulate paradig-mati moments in mathematial logi and philosophy, in the 1930's and 1950'srespetively.The German mathematiian Hilbert enuniated an ambitious Programme ofputting all of mathematis on a formal basis, in partiular showing that it wasonsistent (inapable of proving ontraditions), omplete (apable of establishingall true theorems) and deidable (enompassing a mehanial means of establishingwhether or not an arbitrary formula was true or false). Russell's paradox showedthat an adequately expressive formalism for mathematis based on set theory ouldertainly express ontraditions. The only esape was through a seemingly in�-nite regress of more and more powerful systems. Godel's theorems showed thatan adequately expressive formalism for mathematis ould be either onsistent oromplete, but not both. In seeking onsisteny, mathematiians had to aept thatthere were theorems whose truth ould not be established. Inidentally, Boettkerefers to Penrose's illegitimate use of Godel's results in trying to establish thathuman beings are more than mahines., whih we disuss below.Both Russell's paradox and Godel's theorems depend on the formal language ofmathematis being strong enough to desribe itself. As we shall see, this propertyis key to our refutation of Boettke's laim that semantis is beyond symbols.Turing approahed the problem of deidability from the angle of omputability,that is of seeking a haraterisation of those mathematial results whih ould beestablished by mehanially applying rules to symbol sequenes. He devised anastonishingly simple rule following mahine, now known as a Turing Mahine (TM)(Turing 1937).A TM has an in�nite tape omposed of a sequene of ells. Eah ell an holdan arbitrary symbol. In pratie, "0" and "1" su�e. There is a notional readinghead whih an inspet one ell on the tape. After inspetion, the tape may bemoved one ell to the left or right under the head. A TM is ontrolled by transitionrules. At any given moment a TM is in a de�nite state, that is there is a partiularsubset of the transition rules whih it is appropriate to onsider onsidered. Eahrule says:if the TM is in state X with symbol Y on the ell under the reading head then itshould replae the symbol Y with a new symbol Y', move the tape one ell eitherleft or right, and hange to state X'.Now, an arbitrary set of rules may itself be desribed by a set of symbols ona TM tape. Turing used this property to devise a Universal TM (UTM), thatis a TM that ould simulate an arbitrary TM from the latter's desription on a2



tape. This result should not seem so strange to those familiar with DNA's abilityto enode itself. Here we have a fundamental biologial property re�eted in aabstrat mathematial artefat.To return to Hilbert's Programme, Turing used his TM to establish the limita-tions of formal haraterisations of omputability. He showed that, even thoughit is possible to onstrut a UTM that will behave like an arbitrary TM, it is notpossible to onstrut a TM whih an tell if an arbitrary TM will ever halt on anarbitrary tape. One again, this disonerting result depends on the ability of aformal system to desribe itself.Many other people studied omputability, and established their own formal mod-els quite unlike TMs, for example Kleene's reursive funtion theory, Churh'slambda alulus and Markov's transition systems. Curiously, all these harater-isations are equivalent to TMs and to hene to eah other, in the sense that anyomputation that an be desribed in one formalism an be desribed with equalauray in any other formalism. Suh haraterisations are said to be Turing Com-plete (TC). The Churh-Turing thesis is that all future aounts of omputabilitywill be TC. So far this has indeed been the ase. In partiular, TMs are equivalentto von Neumann mahines with in�nite memory, that is ommon or garden digitalomputers.It is important to note that Turing's motivation was also to haraterise thelimitations of humans performing omputations. In partiular, he wished to showthat there are omputations whih humans annot arry out and the TM wasintended to orrespond diretly to a human performing a omputation. Suppose aperson has a penil and a sheet of paper,is familiar with shool arithmeti and wishesto multiply two 8-digit numbers. At any given moment they an only remember asmall part of the omputation in their brains and have to use the paper to reordintermediate results. They will know their times tables and be able multiply agiven pair of digits from memory to give a one or two digit result. They writedown the two numbers, one above the other, and then start by multiplying thetop number by the least signi�ant digit of the bottom number. In turn, to dothis they start by multiplying the least signi�ant digit of the top number by theleast signi�ant digit of the bottom number to give a two digit answer. They writedown the least signi�ant digit of the answer, remember the arry digit, multiplythe next most signi�ant digit in the top number by the least signi�ant digit inthe bottom number, add in the arry from the previous stage and so on. Thus, atany stage they only have to remember one or two digits, whih orrespond to thedistint internal states of a TM. The sheet of paper orresponds to the TM tapeand the times tables orrespond to the TM state transition rules.A mathematiian proving a theorem operates under similar onstraints. Theyan only remember a small psrt of the proof at any stage and have to use peniland paper to reord the intermediate steps. Furthermore, at any stage they anonly hoose from a �xed set of rules of inferene in arrying the proof forwards.Let us now turn to semantis. Modern aounts of formal semantis are basedon Tarski, who uses a meta-language, a language for desribing other languages, tolink general syntati onstruts in the language being de�ned to their meanings.Tarski's oneption of semantis is delarative; that is symbol sequenes ultimatelydenote values in some abstrat spae. In ontrast, Wittgenstein gives a more proe-dural aount of semantis as involving the appliation of rules to symbol sequenes.3



He plaes partiular emphasis on the role of the interpretation of rules in languagegames, where ommuniating enitities must arry out onsistent interpretations ofshared rules on symbol sequenes in order to share the same meanings. Thus thereare three levels to semantis: the symbol sequenes whose meaning is to be estab-lished, the rules for establishing meanings and the mehanism for applying rules tosymbol sequenes.How then are mehanisms for applying rules to be haraterised? We seem toenter an in�nite regress of layers of meta-rules. However, Turing's UTM showsthat meta-rules are no di�erent from any other rules and may in turn be enodedas symbol sequenes. Thus, there is no need for teleologial reourse to semantisbeyond symbols, provided there are material devies whih an interpret symbolsequenes as self enoding rules over other symbol sequenes. Digital omputersare one suh lass of devies. Cells full of DNA are another. Human brains are athird.Boettke lays great emphasis on the importane of ontext in understanding. Thisis then treated as analogous to the distintion between syntax and semantis, withthe laim being that omputers operate purely syntatially and thus neglet on-text. But this is to use too simple a notion of syntax. A syntax that ignores ontextis ertainly very limited. Chomsky (Chomsky 1956) distinguished 3 di�erent mod-els of grammar that a language might have, ranging from the simplest Finite StateGrammar, through Phrase Strutured Grammars to the most omplex: Transfor-mational Grammar. He argues that only the last is poweful enough to representthe English language.Corresponding to eah of these levels of grammar there is a lass of automata thatan at as their reogrnisers(?). Finite State automata an reognise Finite StateGrammars and push-down automata an reognise Phrase Strutured Grammars.For example, simple four funtion poket alulator is based on a �nite automa-ton and the ommands that you an give it on the keypad onstitute a FiniteState Language. A more sophistiated sienti� alulator that supports brak-eted formulae, uses a push-down automaton. Chomsky's Finite State and PhraseStrutured Grammars are ontext free systems for the generation or derivation ofsentenes, and the languages they produe are termed ontext free languages.Boettke says :Rules are not enough. Symbols are not enough, What is neededis an understanding of how the rules interat and evolve with thesymbols over time.As a haraterisation of the limits of ontext free languages this is fair enough.But the languages, like C++ or Java used to program general purpose omputers(UTM equivalent ones) do not use ontext free grammars. In these languages thereexist phrases whose meaning an only be deided if one takes into aount theontext within whih the phrase is embedded. They allow you introdue new wordsand whole new lassed of entities into a text. The meaning of these words an onlybe determined by examination of remote parts of the text, or indeed by refereneto quite other texts in whih the words or entities were de�ned.If Boettke were orret, omputers would be inapable of handling these ontextsensitive languages. But they an. Provided that the omputer has aess either toa random aess memory or the sort of read/write tape proposed by Turing ontextsensitive languages an be reliably parsed.4



Boettke's laims about the ontextual limits of omputers are only valid whenapplied to mahines below the omplexity of UTMs.3. Intelligene and the Chinese RoomTuring's seond major ontribution was to Arti�ial Intellegene(Turing 1950),in framing the �Turing Test� for determining whether or not a behaving entity isintelligent.. Boettke draws on Searle's refutation of Turing through the �ChineseRoom� argument. Again, before disussing Searle we will summarise Turing's Test.A good overview of the literature on this is provided by Hauser1.Turing starts by disussing the �Imitation Game� where an interogator has todeide whih of two people is male and whih is female simply by asking themquestions. To make this harder, the interrogator annot see or hear the people butinterats with them by passing notes 2.Turing then onsiders playing the game with an entity whih may be human ora mahine where ommuniation is by teletype. His �Test� sueeds if the mahinesuesfully passes itself o� as human. The Turing Test is important for proposinga purely behavioural measure of intelligene without referene to internal meha-nism. Turing points out that this is preisely why we attribute intelligene to otherpeople; it being impossible to in any sense know what it its like to be another per-son. In denying a behavioural basis for attributing intelliegene, we are redued tosolipsism.Turing argues strongly that there is no prinipled reason why it should not bepossible to onstrut a mahine that passes the Test. He presents and refutes sevenarguments against Arti�ial Intelligene, in partiular the Mathematial Argument.This laims that undeidabilty results show that there are limitations to formalomputations whih are not shared by human beings, who are able to reognise suhlimitations. Boettke alludes to Penrose's development of this argument. Turing'sresponse is:... although it is established that there are limitations to the powersof any partiular mahine, it has only been stated, without any sortof proof, that no suh limitations apply to the human intellet. ButI do not think this view an be dismissed quite so lightly. Wheneverone of these mahines is asked the appropriate ritial question,and gives a de�nite answer, we know that this answer must bewrong, and this gives us a ertain feeling of superiority. Is thisfeeling illusory? It is no doubt quite genuine, but I do not thinktoo muh importane should be attahed to it. We too often givewrong answers to questions ourselves to be justi�ed in being verypleased at suh evidene of fallibility on the part of the mahines.Further, our superiority an only be felt on suh an oasion inrelation to the one mahine over whih we have sored our pettytriumph. There would be no question of triumphing simultaneouslyover all mahines. In short, then, there might be men leverer than1in Searle's Chinese Box: Debunking the Chinese Room Experiment, Minds and Mahines7:199-226, 1997 (http://members.aol.om/lshauser2/hinabox.html).2This may have been partiularly pertinent to Turing, a homosexual at a time when malehomosexuality was illegal in the UK and often assoiated with �e�eminay�.5



any given mahine, but then again there might be other mahinesleverer again, and so on.We think that there is nothing of susbtane in Penrose's argument whih was notovered by Turing's response.More reently, Searle framed his �Chinese Room� objetion to the Turing Test.He postulates a losed room into whih questions written in Chinese are passedand from whih answers written in Chinesen are returned. Inside the room is anon-Chinese speaker who understands English, who uses a set of rules written inEnglish, ontaining pitures of Chinese symbols, to answer the questions.3.1. Searle and the Systems Response. Consider the response that Searle o�ersthose of his ritis who tried the 'systems reply' to the Chinese Room argument.These ritis suggested that even though Searle himself, ex hypothesi, does notunderstand Chinese, nonetheless the whole Chinese-language-proessing system ofwhih he imagines himself to be part might be redited with understanding. Searlehas two responses. First, he �nds this reply totally implausible: Why, he asks,should the addition of anillary apparatus whih in itself is learly not a lousof understanding, alongside the unomprehending manipulator of this apparatus,make it any more plausible that understanding is really present? This response issomething of a slippery slope. Surely any materialist (and Searle laims to be one)is going to have to onlude that even in ases where true understanding is presentthis is the resultant e�et of the operation of sub-systems not themselves possessedof understanding. (Do brain ells 'understand'? Neurons? Carbon atoms?) Butin Searle's response here he seems perilously lose to ommitting himself to theposition that if the sub-systems don't understand, neither an the whole system.Seond, Searle proposes to knok out the systems reply with a slight modi�-ation of his thought experiment. OK, he says, in ase you're inlined to believethat Searle-plus-anillary-apparatus might be possessed of understanding, let's justeliminate the anillary apparatus. "Let the individual internalize all [the℄ elementsof the system" (all the data banks, tables of rules, et.). So now we are to imagineSearle able to produe perfetly adequate responses to Chinese questions on Chinesestories without the bene�t of his books of rules, �ling abinets full of Chinese sym-bols and so on � all he needs is in his head. By hypothesis, he doesn't understand aword of Chinese, but is this hypothesis still in good standing, is it still intelligible?Certainly, he ould memorize some stok responses to some stok questions andthat wouldn't amount to 'understanding Chinese', but then it wouldn't get lose topassing the Turing test either.Suppose Searle had started out his Chinese Room argument this way: "It'sobvious that understanding an't onsist merely in following the right program, evenif the program is able to dupliate the observable manifestations of understanding.After all, you an imagine me speaking perfet Chinese, following the right programto 'math' my output-noises with the Chinese input-noises I hear, while not reallyunderstanding a word of the language." Would we be inlined to grant this as astarting point?And if not, would it really help if he said, "Of ourse, if you have a problem withimagining that, just think of it as the internalization of a system in whih I haveall these �ling abinets full of Chinese haraters, plus this huge rule book and...et."? (For more on this, see the Dialogue below.)6



3.2. Searle and the Other Minds Argument. Consider also Searle's responseto the 'other minds reply' (i.e. the argument, If you're not going to redit theChinese Room with understanding, how an you be sure that anybody apart fromyourself understands anything � sine all you have to go on is behavior in any ase).Searle brushes o� this point rather too lightly. If we take seriously his suggestionthat a person might �awlessly 'simulate' an understanding of Chinese, how indeedan we know that all of our fellows are not suh �awless simulators?One of Searle's reurrent themes is the idea of the 'ausal powers of the brain'.Understanding, he says, annot merely be the result of implementing the rightprogram; rather it an be produed only by something with the same ausal powersas the human brain.Perhaps other physial and hemial proesses ould produe exatly these ef-fets; perhaps, for example, Martians also have intentionality but their brains aremade of di�erent stu�. That is an empirial question, rather like the questionwhether photosynthesis an be done by something with a hemistry di�erent fromthat of hlorophyll.But how ould this be an empirial question for Searle?How ould we distinguish empirially between extraterrestrials endowed withgenuine intentionality, and extraterrestrials who merely dupliate the outward man-ifestations of intentionality (pass the Turing test, et.), while being engaged inter-nally in nothing more than the manipulation of uninterpreted symbols?On the other hand, any proess that produes all the observable e�ets of pho-tosynthesis just is photosynthesis, whatever its hemistry may be.3.3. Rumours of Cartesianism. A further aspet of Searle's argument deservesattention. It would seem to be a natural response to Searle to suggest that his posi-tion � by severing 'true understanding' from its behavioral manifestation � involvesa kind of Cartesianism: understanding beomes something mysterious and hidden.But Searle attempts to turn the tables on his 'strong AI' opponents by ausingthem of a subtle form of Cartesianism. Consider, he says: we are not tempted toonfuse suh de�nite material proesses as �res or digestion with omputer sim-ulations of these proesses. Neither, he argues, should we onfuse a omputersimulation of understanding with the real thing. The strong AI position, however,seems to involve the laim that understanding is unique: it alone, it appears, anbe detahed from its onrete material implementation (in atual human brains),for its simulation is taken to be the same as the real thing. The laim that under-standing or intentionality an be implemented in any medium apable of realizingthe requisite program is itself, Searle suggests, a form of Cartesianism, in that itgrants a speial privilege to the mental.This argument is more ingenious than persuasive. Take the ase of the omputersimulation of the proess of digestion of a ham sandwih. The inputs to this proessare presumably formal-strutural desriptions of the ham sandwih and the variousenzymes, et., that will work upon it; while the outputs are formal desriptionsof the sugars, amino aids, et., that are obtained via the digestive proess. Inthe ase of the atual digestive proess, the inputs are the ham sandwih and theenzymes, and the outputs the atual produts of biologial deomposition. Clearly,nobody will be tempted to onfuse a desription of a ham sandwih (however mouth-watering) with the genuine artile. 7



Now onsider the proess of understanding (a story, an argument, a news item,a onversational gambit). Here the inputs are noises in the air, marks on paper,patterns on a video sreen. And the harateristi observable 'outputs' of suhunderstanding are again noises or marks of one kind or another. Furthermore, if Iam asked to demonstrate my understanding, the physial medium in whih I takethe questions and the physial medium in whih I register my answers are - withinertain limits � a matter of indi�erene. Now the point is that in a 'omputersimulation' of understanding, the harateristi inputs and outputs are (or ouldeasily be) just the same as in the ase of understanding by human beings. It's notthat humans take in, and put out, real words, while omputers merely take in andput out formal desriptions of words. Both entities take in and put out patternsimplemented in various diverse physial media, whih may be interpreted as words.Searle might objet here that only human brains, or objets with equivalent 'ausalpowers', an 'really' put a verbal interpretation on suh patterns. But that is surelyto beg the question, and anyway it breaks the analogy (or disanalogy) that Searleis trying to draw: in distinguishing atual digestion from a omputer simulationof digestion, it is not neessary to maintain that only human stomahs (or organswith equivalent ausal powers) are really apable of interpreting slies of meatinserted between slies of buttered bread as ham sandwihes. Ham sandwihes andformal desriptions of ham sandwihes are utterly and unontroversially di�erentthings, while marks on paper made by a human at a typewriter and marks on papergenerated by a omputer program may be quite indistinguishable.Given that both people and hypothetial andidates for the Turing test, whatevertheir internal arhitetures, deal in the same range of typial physial inputs andoutputs, it is as if, by way of analogy, our digestion-simulator atually took in hamsandwihes and produed sugars, amino aids and so on. But then wouldn't wespeak of 'arti�ial digestion', rather than merely 'simulated digestion'? (Althoughwe'd probably withdraw this designation if we disovered some simple trik, e.g.the ham sandwih just goes into a disposal unit, while the sugars et. are merelydispensed from a pre-existing store inside the mahine.) The only way out for Searle,it would appear, is to maintain that the harateristi 'output' of the proess ofunderstanding is not a set of observable responses (verbal and/or behavioral), butrather an intrinsi internal state of understanding. In that ase, one might arguethat there is no reason to suppose that a omputer with a very di�erent internalstruture from that of the human brain would possess this sort of state, even if itprodued the right sort of observable responses. This laim, however � whateverits merits � is learly presupposed rather than established by Searle's argument.It does not appear that the strong AI enthusiast need be unduly worried abouthis materialist redentials on aount of Searle's harge of Cartesianism. Clearly,the former does think of mentality as something speial, something whose formalproperties are paramount, and whose harateristis are therefore relatively inde-pendent of their preise physial implementation. Nonetheless, of ourse, they an'texist at all without any physial implementation, and not any old physial mediumwill do.Besides, who ever said that materialists have to hold that there's nothing speialabout mentality or onsiousness? All they're obligated to do is show how that spe-ialness is a funtion of a partiular form of organization of matter. As for Searle'sown position, there is learly nothing anti-materialist or Cartesian in emphasizing8



the partiular 'ausal powers' of the human brain, as it has atually evolved andmade of the stu� it is atually made of. If, however, those powers are said to inludethe prodution of an intrinsi 'internal' state, namely intentionality, the nature ofwhih is entirely unknown to physial siene then � true or false, Cartesian ornon-Cartesian � it is hard to see how the position an be alled materialist, at anyrate as the term is typially used in modern philosophy of mind.A Dialogue. The sene: After the Turing test. For onveniene, let us say thata Chinese Searle has pulled the wool over Turing's eyes in a pseudo-English on-versation. Delighted with the suess of his deeption, Searle annot resist saying(through an interpreter, of ourse) "I really had you fooled there, Turing, didn'tI?" The onversation then resumes in English, with the Chinese Searle onsultinghis internal look-up table for his responses.Turing: What do you mean � had me fooled?Searle: Well, you gave me all those ompliated stories, asked me questions onthem and so on, and I appeared to be understanding them.Turing: You mean you didn't really understand?Searle: Not a word! You see I don't atually speak any English � not in the propersense. I've just managed to memorize a tremendously ompliated algorithm formathing up English input symbols and English output symbols.Turing: But what about right now? You seem to be onversing omprehensiblyenough, although strangely, I'll admit.Searle: My dear Turing, I haven't the foggiest idea what we're talking about.Remarkable, isn't it? This algorithm I've internalized is doing all the work, pro-duing responses that mesh with your side of the onversation, but let me assureyou: I don't understand English at all. It's all just uninterpreted symbols to me.Turing: This is very odd. My evidene for your understanding is no weaker thanmy evidene for any other English speaker I've enountered. What an be missingin your ase? It seems to me that your algorithm � whatever it is � does amountto understanding.Searle: What's missing? Only the most important thing of all: real, internal,understanding. Intrinsi intentionality, my dear Turing, is what is entirely lakingon my side of the onversation, so long as it's onduted in English.4. Centralisation'The same argument (not similar but same) that uts against thease for oneiving of the eonomi problem that soiety onfrontsas one in priniple apable of solution through entralised planningalso uts against onieving of the mind as a hierarhial systemunder the ommand of a single unifying will.' (page 6)The view that the mind is not a system under the ommand of a single unifying willis ertainly something we would go along with, as would most oponents of Searlesuh as Dennet (Dennet 1980, Dennet 1991)or the Churhlands (Churhland andChurhland 1998).This point is essentially irrelevant to the argument between Searle and othersover the possibility of arti�ial intelligene. Nor is the notion of a single unifyingwill and or 'entral' planning essential to the proposals of Cokshott and Cottrell.The representation of soialism as being under the ontrol of a single will, the fat9



diretor theory of soialism, derives from vonMises(vonMises 1935, von Mises 1949)not Marx. Nowhere, does Marx talk about a future soialist eonomy being subjetto a 'single will'.What Cokshott and Cottrell argue for is planning under demorati ontrolusing modern omputer tehnology. Whether this is implemented using entralsuperomputers or a distributed network of loal mahines, or some ombination ofthese is an essentially pragmati issue relating to the tehnology available. Thereare however a number of pratial advantages from the entralisation of ertainomputation and ontrol failities.The speed with whih a omplex deision making apparattus an funtion de-pends both upon how fast information an propagate through it, and upon how fastits individual omponents an respond to this information. One of the argumentsagainst the market is that the prie signals it transmits have, exept in �nanialmarkets a relatively slow rate of propagation. This is beause hanges in prie omeabout through hanges in prodution and their frequeny is bounded by the rate atwhih produtive apaity an be adjusted. This implies a relatively long, and veryostly, yle time - we typially measure the business yles as having a duration of3 to 7 years. In ontrast a yberneti planning system ould work out the interme-diate and apital goods impliations of a hange in onsumer demand in hours ordays. Just how fast it would work would depend on whether the alulation useddistributed or entralised omputing tehniques.One omponent of a yberneti ontrol system has to be distributed. Clearlyit is the Airbus fatories that have the information about what parts are used tomake an A340, the ar plants have the information about what parts are used tomake a Mondeo. This information approximates to what Boettke and the Austrianshool of eonomis all ontextual knowledge - but it is of ourse no longer humanknowledge. Literally nobody knows what parts go into an A340. The information,too vast for a human to handle, is stored in a relational database. At an earlier stageof industrial development it would have been dealt with by a omplex system ofpaper reords. Again the knowledge would have been objetive - residing in objetsrather than in human brains. The very possibility of large sale, o-ordinatedindustrial ativity rests upon the existene of suh objetivised information.The information to onstrut the parts explosion is generated by a omputeriseddesign proess within the ollaborating fatories of Airbus Industrie. In a yber-netially ontrolled soialist eonomy, the parts explosion data for the A340, alongwith the parts explosion data for other produts would have to be omputationallyombined to arrive at a balaned prodution plan.This omputation ould be done either in a distributed or a entralised way. Inthe one ase it would proeed by the exhange of messages between loal omputers,in the other, the parts explosion data would be transmitted to a single proessingenter to be handled by highly parallel super-omputers.If one uses widely distributed parallel proessors the speed of omputation tendsto be markedly slower than when one uses tightly oupled parallel mahines. If theomputation requires extensive inter-ommuniation of information - as those in-volved in eonomi equilibration do, then it beomes bounded by the transmissionspeed of messages from one part of the omputational system to another. A tightlyoupled omputing system with n proessors will tend to ompute faster than a10



distributed system with n equivalent proessors. This is beause the ommunia-tion hannels between proessors are shorter in the tightly oupled system, andin onsequene messages travelling at the speed of light pass between proessorsin less time. A yberneti system of eonomi ontrol using omputer tehnologywill faster than a market one, sine the eletroni transmission of messages betweenomputing entres is orders of magnitude faster than a proess of prie adjustmentsbrought about by overshooting or undershooting demand; but beause of the lightspeed limit on eletroni messages there are advantages to entralising part of theomputational proess in the yberneti system.Boettke argues against the unity of the human oniousness and the oneptthat we have within us a single direting will. This view is in line with the researhprogram of omputational neursiene whih emphasises that brain proesses oper-ate by a proess of vetor to vetor transformation e�eted by a massively parallelsynapti matrix3. But although neural systems are highly parallel, those with thehighest degree of parallelism - the brains of some families of mamals, also showhigh degrees of entralisation. We have a entral nervous system, whih one anontrast to those of, for example, millipedes. Millipedes have a distributed nervoussystem with segmental ganglia responsible for ontrolling the 4 legs in eah seg-ment. They also have a somewhat restrited behavioural repertoire ompared tohigher vertebrates.It would, in priniple for an animal like us to have a deentralised nervous systemwith a large number of distributed ganglia spread about the body. The ost of doingthis would be slower reation times, greater axonal mass, and greater physiologialenergy spent transmitting neural pulses. These evolutionary pressures have workedagainst the development of sophistiated behaviours in organisms whose bauplaninvolves a distributed nervous system.Boettke argues that with the human nervous system:We do not build up our piture of the world from isolated fats thatare plaed together and then given meaning and signi�ane. Hu-mans do not proeed, as mahine intelligene seems to by neessitydo, from an isolated part to a whole. Instead, human intelligeneseems to move from a grasping of the whole and then when nees-sary analyzing the isolated parts in light of the whole.As a desription of how visual pereption works, this is onesided. It would beimpossible for the visual system to grasp the whole unless it had �rst taken in theomponent details. Inreasing experimental data indiates that the initial proess ofvisual pereption atually does work bottom up. The retina operates using enter-surround inhibition to pik up tiny ontrasting omponents. The primary visualortex enodes regions of the visual �eld into loal features, for example edges atpartiular gradients orientations or spatial frequenies. These then pass throughsuessive layers were higher order statistis or properties are deteted.Boettke and Subrik's laim that mahine intelligene must work in an exlu-sively bottom up fashion is also wrong. Computers are universal information pro-essors, they an exeute either bottom up or top down reognition algorithms.Reent progress with mahine vision has ome through a ombination of this bot-tom up proessing with an attentional fous to diret the gaze. By modelling the3Among the foremost exponents of this view are the Churhlands whose book On the Contrary,is both an exposition of onnetionism and a polemi against Searle.11



primate visual system (Balasuriya 2006), and projeting the high order statistis ofloal features into what is alled Hough Spae, it beomes possible to automatiallyreognise the features of an objet that are invariant under spatial translation androtation.Subjetively it may seem that we just beome aware of an objet as a wholerather than its low level visual omponents. But the fat that the lower stages ofvisual proessing take plae unoniously does not make them less real.Most, or nearly all of the ognitive proessing has already beendone when objets in onsious terms emerge, and are availablefor motor manipulation. Somehow, we are too late to see how ithappened. We only notie what has happened.(?) page 115. 5. MotivationSine the fall of the ommunism, the former Soviet Blo ountrieshave had an extremely di�ult time moving towards a market eon-omy.So Boettke and Subrik start setion 4 of their artile. With this we �nd themotivation for their paper. They are onerned with explaining this `extremelydi�ult time'. The western eonomists who had ritiised the soialist system asine�ient had antiipated that the inauguration of a market eonomy would lead toaelerated eonomi growth in the USSR. Instead it regressed from a super-powerto an eonomi basket ase. It beame dominated by gangsterism. Its industriesollapsed and it experiened untold millions of premature deaths, revealed in thestatistis of a shoking drop in life expetany.A disipline less sure of itself than eonomis, might question its starting hypoth-esis when an experiment went so drastially wrong. Boettke and Subrik insteadattempt to use the Searlean distintion between syntax and semantis to explainthis signal failure of eonomi advie. They laim that the shok therapy in theUSSR had hanged the syntax of the eonomy but not the semantis: "Just be-ause the politial struture ollapsed, there is no reason to assume that the soialstruture did. Soial arrangements persisted prior to and after the fall of om-munism. The reformers and western advisors failed to aknowledge that the newlyfreed ountries were not tabula rasa. They were instead ountries that had residentswho held beliefs about the world and the struture of soiety." These beliefs andattitudes that persisted from soialism are then blamed for the eonomi ollapse4.This is not the plae to disuss the Russia's eonomi trajetory during the1990s, so we will restrit ourselves to methodologial issues. Is the distintionbetween syntax and semantis appliable to eonomis in this way?Within the disipline of linguistis the term syntax has a well de�ned usage.Syntax refers to systems of rules that struture the prodution of strings of symbols.But is there anything in eonomis that orreponds to this?If there is not, all Boettke and Subrik have given is a literary allusion not atheory. The shool of Austrian eonomis from whih they stem has no tradition ofusing the apparattus of formal syntax : produtions rules, term re-write rules et,4This is reminisent of the way the `poisonous weeds from the past' in mens minds were anexplanation for eonomi problems in China during the Cultural Revolution.12



in its study of the eonomy. Ironially, to �nd something of this sort one has toturn to Marxist eonomis. Presumably beause of his training in Hegelian logi,Marx's Capital (Marx 1954) opens with an analysis of ommodity exhange andand the irulation of apital that uses a formal apparattus very similar to that ofgenerative grammars.He introdues the notion of the iruit of apital ss M → C → M ′ where Mstands for a quantitity of money, M ′ stands for an augmented sum of money, and
C for ommodities purhased with the initial money. If we rewrite this as

M → C

C → M ′then we have in Chomsky's terminology a derivational phrase strutured grammarthat will produe the language M, C, M ′, C′, M ′′, C′′, M ′′′, ... modelling the proessof growth of a apital.What Boettke and Subrik are attempt to move towards with their syntax/semantisdistintion applied to a soiety is something very like what Marx's distintion be-tween base and superstruture5. Marx was onerned from the outset with thehistorial proess of transition between forms of eonomy - modes of prodution.In the ourse of produing a theory adequate to this task he had to make an epis-temologial break(Balibar 1978, Bahelard 1970) from the humanist oneptions ofthe eonomy that had preeeded him(Althusser and Balibar 1970). Aording toAlthuser suh an epistemologial break is the proess in whih a new self atingmaterial proess is disovered in an area that was one explained by ideology. TheDarwinian revolution reveals an autonomous material proess - evolution by nat-ural seletion - that auses the phenomena that had previously been explained interms of divine will, or the great hain of being et.The autonomy here is not an autonomy of the human agents involved in thisdisovery - they are of ourse in�uened the the ideologies that provide their neural'software'. It refers to the material proess that the siene explores. Evolution goeson independently of human intentions, and indeed independently of the existeneof the human speies.Similarly, planetary and stellar motion goes on independently of the existeneof humanity and aords no speial plae in the universe to the world on whih welive, nor is it the result of the ations of gods - imaginary projetions of monarhsinto the stars. Sienti� astronomy replaes a notion of the skies as a re�etion ofhuman soial roles with a reognition of it as an impersonal proess.Applied to the eonomy it replaed a oneptual framework entered on thehuman subjet with one whose objet of investigation was the mode of produtionand the soial formation. These modes of prodution generated both lasses ofeonomi agents and tehnologial hanges. The resulting lass struggle and thesuperession of modes of prodution took plae independently of human knowledgeof it, as an autonomous ausal proess. Human subjets and forms of subjetivityare then onstituted by the roles assigned to them in the soial struture. They aresomething to be explained rather than an assumed starting point. The soial forms5It might be objeted that there was a metaphorial harater to this distintion in Marx.So there was. But a entury and more of theoretial writings by other Marxists have given adense soial-theoretial ontent to what were one arhitetural metaphors. It remains to beseen whether the Austrian shool an ahieve a similar theoretial development of Boettke's syn-tax/semantis dihotomy. 13
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